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SUMMARY
An analysis of fixed- and free-turbine engines applicable to heli-
copter propulsion was made at the NACA Lewis laboratory. Generalized
performance charts are presented for these engines; and comparisons me
made of off-design specific fuel consumption, altitude performance,
power-speed characteristics,and response times. Calculations are made
for the flight performance of an assumed 30,000-pound helicopter powered
by the fixed- and free-turbine engines.
Components for the fixed- and free-turbine engines are so chosen
that the design-point specific power outputs and fuel consumption are
identical.
Variations in free-turbine power
stant turbine-inlet temperature) were
on the other’hand, showed significant
shaft speed at constant temperature.
with changes in shaft speed (con-
Small. The fixed-turbine engine,
reduction in power with decreased
Variations in compressor-inlettemperature had nearly identical
effects on the power outputs of the two engines. Power modulation of
the fixed-turbine engine at constant shaft speed was very rapid, while
the response speed of the free-turbine engine was limited by the accel-
erating characteristics of the gas-generator component. Simultaneous
changes in speed and power were executed by the fixed- and free-turbine
engines in about the sane time.
No significant differences in range or hovering time were found for
the fixed- and free-turbine helicopters. Range and hovering time for
both were slightly improved when operational tip speeds were reduced
&corn650 to 550 feet per second. At a tip speed of 550 feet per second,
the fkee-turbine helicopter gave slightly improved rate of climb over
that obtained at 650 feet per second, primaril.ybecause of the flat
power-speed characteristic of the engine and the improved aero@amics
of the rotor. In contrast, the rate of climb for the fixed-turbine
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helicopter was greatly reduced when the tip speed was decreased from 650
to 550 feet per second.
IN’I!RODUCTION
The gas-turbine engine shows considerable promise as a solution to
the propulsion reqyirmnents of the high-performance helicopter. These
requirements are (1) high ratio of rotor power available to engine
weight, (2) speed-power characteristics that permit a relatively free
choice of rotor tip speeds, (3) satisfactory fuel economy over a wide
range of speed and power settings, and (4) dynamic r’esponsecharacteris-
tics that are suitable to transitions_ flight operations.
In a number of prior investigations (refs. 1 and 2, e.g.), these
requirements sre.shown to be more nearly satisfied by the free-tuxbine
engine than by the fixed-turbine engine. These published accounts give
good coverage to the over-alL engine performance characteristics,but
they do not give sufficient quantitative information about the engine
components to permit a complete understanding of the basis of the results.
This report assumes engine components representative of contemporary high-
performance design, and similer components are used in the fixed- and
free-turbine engines wherever possible. When different components had
to be used, as in the case of the turbines thanselves, a selection was
made so that the fixed- and free-turbine engines had the same specific
power outputs and fuel consumption at their design points.
For fixed- and free-turbine engines with identical compressors,
equality of design-point performance is established when the adiabatic
efficiency of the fixed turbine is set equal to the over-all adiabatic
efficiency of the two turbines in the free-turbine engine. Further dis-
cussion of these component characteristics is given in the section Com-
ponent Characteristics.
Calculated performance chsxacteristics of the two engines sxe pre-
sented herein in terms of the appropriate equivalent parameters (ref. 3),
and performance cmpa.risons are drawn for off-design-pointand altitude
conditions of engine operation. The behavior of the engines during
rapid power and speed modulation and their dynamic response characteris-
tics when coupled to a heklcopter rotor are also examined.
In order to determine whether differences in fixed- and free-turbine
off-design performance are importa& when these engines are used as
helicopter power plants, flight performance for an assmned 30,000-pound
helicopter is calculated. The respective merits of the two pwerplant
installations are determinedly ccmrparimgflight ranges, hovering dura-
tions, rates of ckbib, and altitude performance.
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POWEWLANT ASSLM?I’IONS
Fixed- and lZcee-TurbineEngines
Component arrangements for the fixed- and free-turbine engines are
shown sch-tical.l.y in figure 1. As illustrated in figure l(a), the
fixed-turbine engine utilizes a single three-stage turbine to drive the
compressor and to provide useful shaft power. Because all rotating
parts are rigidly coupled, the turbine, compressor, and power shaft ro-
tate at the sane mechanical speeds.
The free-turbine engine (fig.-l(b))has two mechanically independ-
ent turbines mounted on separate concentric shafts. The gas-generator
turbine, which directly follows the cmbustors, is a single-stage unit
and drives only the compressor; the two-stage power turbine, sometimes
called the free turbine, provides useful shsft-power. Because these
turbines sre gas-coupled, their mechanical
constant ratio.
The station numbers noted in figure 1
cycle analysis.
speeds sre not necessarily
are those assigned in the
used
CcmrponentCharacteristics
in
Compressor characteristics. - The characteristics of the ccmnpressors
in the fixed- and free-turbine enRines are identical. These char-
acteristics (fig. 2) are representative of a ccmrpressorof conservative
design with low tial Mach number. At the compressor design point, the
pressure ratio p3/p2 is 7.0, the adiabatic efficiency ~c is 86.8
percent, and the specific weight flow is 20 pounds per second per square
foot. (Symbols are defined in appendix A.)
‘Turbinecharacteristics. - The performance characteristics of the
turbines in both the fixed- and free-turbine engines are considered
representative of good current design, and with some modification are
taken from existing turbine performmce data.
Wee-turbine engine: The gas-generator turbine of the fkee-turbine
engine (single stage) is shown in appendix C to operate within a narrow
range of corrected speeds and pressure ratios. Because of its restricted
operating range, the adiabatic efficiency of this turbine is assumed to
be constant at 85 percent.
However, the power turbine of the free-turbine
may operate over a considerable range of speeds and
particularly during variable-tip-speed operation of
engine (two stage)
pressure ratios,
the helicopter.
———. .... ________
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Accordingly, its off-design performance
map shown in figure 3. At design point,
ccmponent is also 85 percent;
characteristicsare taken from a
the adiabatic efficiency of this
Fixed-turbine engine: The assum@ion that both fixed- and free-
turbine engines have identical performance at design point determines
the design adiabatic efficiency that is used for the three-stage fixed
turbine. h order to satisfy this assumption, the fixed-turbine adia-
batic efficiency is set equal to an over-all efficiency of 86.4 percent
calculated for the two turbines of the free-tztrbineengine. Like the
free turbine, the fixed turbine must operate over a wide range of speeds
and pressure ratios; consequently, its off-design operating characteris-
tics are taken fran a representative map shown in figure 4.
Limiting _ “ e cross-sectional sreas. - When representative values
are assigned for turbine blade stresses, exit Mach numbers, power ex-
traction rates, and hub-tip ratios, the turbine trontal areas must be
approdmately 40 percent larger than the compressor frontal areas. In
this report, the turbiriefrontal axeas are considered to be the limiting
sreas for both engines.
E&aust-nozzle sxeas. - When the residual jet thrust of a turbine
engine is considered to be of secondary value, as in a helicopter in-
stallation,minimum specific fuel consumption is obtained when the
turbine-exit gases are expanded by a large exhaust nozzle to near-ambient
pressures. For the fixed- and free-turbine engines, e-ust-nozzle areas
sre made as large as the limiting engine areas, that is, 40 percent
larger than the compressor frontal areas.
Fixed parameters. - Parameters held constmt in the analysis of
both the fixed- and free-turbine engines are:
Inlet diffuser total-pressure ratio, P2/Pl . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.95
Burner total-pressure ratio, P4/P3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.95
Combustion efficiency, ~, percent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95
Design turbine-inlet temperature, T4,d, % . . . . . . . . . . . . 2000
C!YCLEANALYSIS OF ITXED- AND ?3Wl+TURBINE ENGINES
Generalized performance characteristics of the fixed- and free-
turbine engines are calculatedly conventional methods similar to those
presented in reference 4. The mechanical details of the cycle calcu-
lations differ scmewhat for the two engines, primarily because of the
additional variables introduced by the power turbine in the free-turbine
engine. An outline of the cycle-analysis techniques appesrs in
appendix B.
-—.
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FIXED- AND FREE-TURBINE ENGINE PEM’ORMWCE
General.Perfomnance Characteristics
5
Equivalent shaft power. - The results of the fixed- and free-turbine
cycle analyses me given in figure 5, where equivalent shaft power is
shown as a function of equivalent shaft speed and turbine-inlet temper-
ature ratio. The rated turbine-inlet temperature ratio is 3.853 for both
engines, corresponding to the design turbine-inlet temperature of 2000° R.
At their design operating points, the rated equivalent shaft power of both
engines is 91.4 horsepower per pound of air per second.
Comparison of figures 5(a) and (b) shows that an eqml reduction in
equivalent shaft speeds reduces the fixed-turbine power more than it
does the free-turbine power. At rated temperature ratio, for example,
the shaft power of the fixed turbine falls off about 30 percent when its
equivalent speed is cut back from rated to 0.85 rated. On the other
hand, for the same change in speed, the free-turbine power drops only
about 2 percent.
This small variation in free-turbine power with changes in shaft
speed (constant T4/T2) is etidence of the relative independence of the
gas-generator- and power-turbine operating points. Because the inlet
stages of the power tuxbine are choked, changes in the power-turbine
speed have little effect on the gas power produced by the gas-generator
turbine. At a constant value of the gas-genemtor taperature ratio
T4/T2] there is) in fact, a single gas-generator equivalent speed which
satisfies the continuity requirements of the engine. The relation be-
tween N/~ and T~T2 is plottedin figure 6(a). The rela.tionbe-
tween tiee-turbine power and gas-generator speed (and therefore ‘4/T2)
is given for a range of power-turbine speeds in figme 6(b). Taken to-
gether, these two plots show that for a given T~T2 the gas-generator
speed is fixed; and, furthermore, for fixed gas-generator speed, the
power developedby the power turbine is affected only slightl.yby
changes in its rotational speed.
Very small variations in free-turbine power with speed are, of
course, observed (figs. 5(b) and 6(b)); and these variations are a re-
sult of the small changes in free-turbine efficiency that accompany
changes in rotor incidence angle with changes in power-turbine equivalent
speed.
In contrast with the free-turbine engine, the power of the fixed-
turbine engine drops off rapidly as its speed is reduced. This is a
direct result of the rigid coupling of the compressor and turbine in
this engine. With this arrangement a reduction in turbine speed gives
—
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a simultaneous decrease in compressor speed, air flow, and pressure ratio;
and shaft power consequently drops off. In addition to this effect, a
further small reduction in turbine power is brought about by the de-
creased adiabatic efficiency of the fixed turbine at reduced speeds.
Fixed- .md free-turbine-engin specific fuel consumption. -
Specific fuel consumption for theefixed- and free-turbine engines were
identical at design point, being calculated as 0.61 pound per horsepower
per hour. As mentioned previously, equality of fuel consumption is a
consequence of the use of identical compressors and consistent over-all
turbine efficiencies, and was one of the initial assumptions for the in-
vestigation. b figure 7, specific fuel consumption for the two engines
are plotted as functions of equivalent power and shaft speed. Comparison
of fuel economies at less than rated powers and at rated shaft speeds
reveals no significant difference between the two engines. At less than
rated speeds, the free-turbine engine shows slightly better specific
fuel consumption than the fixed-turbine engine.
Effect of change in ambient taperatures. - As wl~ be shown in the
section “Resene-power requirements,” a considerable margin of reserve
power over sea-level hoveringpowermust be ~rovided for a gas-turbine
helicopter if it is to perform satisfactorily during hot-day conditions
of operation. This reserve-power requirement is primarily due to the
unfortunate tendency of the gas-turbine engine to lose power rapidly
with increasing compressor-inlett~erature.
Equivalent power developedby the fixed- and free-turbine engines
is plotted as a function of the compressor-inlett~erature ratio
T2/519° R in figure 8. For convenience, an auxiMary scale is plotted
S- cqressor-~et temperature in %. Generalized performance data
presented in figure 5 were used in the preparation of figure 8; opera-
tion of the fixed- and free-turbine engines at design turbine-inlet tem-
perature (T4 = 2000° R) and at rated mechanical shaft speed (N/Nrated=
1.0) is assumed.
.
In figure 8, both engines show a reduction in equivalent power to
about 79 percent of rated value when the ccmrpressor-inletemperature
is raised fhm standard (59° F) to 95° F. This power loss is due to the
loss of mass flow through the engine and to the proportional decrease in
T~T2 accompa@ng an increase in T2 (T4 = constant).
Engine-Rotor Response Time and Stability
The generalized perfomanc e characteristics of the fixed- and free- .
turbine engines are presented in preceding sections of this report for
a range of primary operating variables and ambient conditions. The
—— —
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purpose of this section is to examine analytically some aspects of the
-C b~~or of these euties ~en used as a powerplant for a
30)000-pound helicopter.
Speed of response, or response time, of the engine-rotor combina-
tion to a step change in turbine-inlet temperate is one phase of the
engine dynamics to be considered. Response time, as &ed in this report,
will be defined as the time required for a specific combination of rotat-
ing elements to complete 98 percent of a speed change initiated bya
step in one of the engine parameters, usually turbine-inlet temperature.
Another phase of the dynsmics to be investi~ted is the stability of the
engine-rotor cmlxination.
Power modulation at constant shaft speed. - The power changes in-
volved in a flare-out fram autorotation put a considerable demand on the
dynamic response of a helicopter ~werplant. During the autorotative
descent, little or no power is being supplied to the rotor. M the
flare-out, sufficient power must be a@_ied to the rotor to suppo?% the
helicopter and reverse its vertical component of velocity. Rotor speed
cannot be allowed to decrease appreciably or the required lift wilIl
suffer.
b the fixed-turbine engine all the rotating canponents maintain
fixed speed relations to the rotor. Even though little power is being
supplied to the rotor in autorotation, nonetheless the entire engine is
rotating at nearly rated speed. When fl.iU.power for the flare-out is
demanded, it canbe supplied tiost instantaneously,the only delay being
that inherent in the fuel supply system. Furthermore, rated temperature
can be set immediately without danger of compressor surge or stall.
With the free-turbine engine a change in power at constant power-
turbine speed requires a change in both the tqerature and the rota-
tional speed of the gas generator. The time required to accelerate the
es generator is appreciable. The unbalanced torque available to accel-
erate the gas generator of a 4200-horsepower free-tubine engine is
shown in figure 9 as a function of gas-generator speed for several
turbine-inlet temperature ratios. Because the relation between torque
and speed for constant turbine-inlet taperature is nearly linear, the
speed of response of the gas generator can be integated from the
relation
The moment of inertia of the gas generator was taken as 5.25 slugs per
square foot. The response time from 0.92 rated speed (haB rated power)
to rated speed using the rated turbine-imlet temperature ratio was found
to be about 4.5 seconds. In the case of autorotation the power require-
ment would be less than half rated, and the gas-generator speed would
.—. . —.. _ ———____ __
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probably he considerably less than 0.92 rated. In such a case the appli-
cation of rated temperature at reduced speed and air flow might cause
compressor surge, and the acceleration would have to be made at a reduced
temperature. Figure 9 shows how the unbalanced torque at a given speed
iS decreasedby a reduction in temperature. Accordingly, response times
at turbine-inlet temperatures less than rated would be greater thsn the
4.5 seconds previously computed.
simultaneous pwer and speed change. - A simultaneous change in
rotor speed and power K@ often be desirable in a transition from hover-
ing to high-speed forward flight. Response times for both the fixed-
and free-turbine engines were computed for a transient from half ~wer
at 0.85 rated shaft speed to rated power at rated speed. On both
engines rated turbine-inlet temperature was maintained during the tran-
sient, and the rotir-blade angle was scheduled with shaft speed as in-
dicatedby the load line in figure 10. Respmse times were computed by
integrating the available torque-speed relation. The torque available
for rotor acceleration is the difference between the transient operating
line and the rotor load line at a given shaft speed.
The res~nse time for the fixed-turbine engine, in which the tran-
sient operating line is the rated temperature-ratio line, is computed to
be about 6 seconds. Use of the rated temperature line as the transient
operating line in computing response time for the free-turbine engine
would have neglected the time required for the gas generator to accel-
erate from a speed corresponding to half-rated pwer to a speed corre-
sponding to rated @wer. During the transient from haM to rated @wer
at rated tuxbine-inlet temperature ratio, the relation between shaft
torque and shaft speed is givenby the line AB in figure 10(b). The
actual torque available for accelerating the power turbine and rotor is
the difference between the line AB and the line CB in figure 10(b). The
response time for the free-turbine engine, found by integrating the
available torque-speed relation, is about the same as that for the fixed-
turbine engine.
Torque-speed characteristics at constant fuel flow. - During heli-
copter operation in gusty air, the rotor may experience sudden forces
that tend to disturb its rotational-speed equilibrium. The magnitude
of the rotor-speed excursions from equilibrium and the rapidity of re-
covery depend on the torque-speed characteristicsof the engine at con-
stant fuel flow and on the torque-speed characteristicsof the rotor at
constant blade pitch angle. These torque chmacteristics are shown for
the two engines in figure 13 at two different fuel flows (rated and 0.73
rated). A typical torque-speed characteristic
pitch angle is also given in the figure.
A typicsl equilibrium operating point for
bination is representedby the intersection of
of the rotor for constant
either rotor-engine com-
the torque line and the
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load line (pint A]. For purpses of this exsmple, the magnitude of the
speed disturbance will be exaggerated. Assuming that the rotor speed is
suddenly reduced by a gust, with fuel flow and pitch angle remaining un-
changed, the rotor operating pint wi~ move to some other point, such
as point B. Because the rotor and engine are direct-coupled through the
transmission, the engine operating point will move to point C for the
fixed turbine or to point D for the free turbine. The restoration of
torque, which tends to accelerate the load, is then represented byBC
for the fixed turbine or by BD for the free turbine. Rotor-speed sta-
bility is ensured when, as in this example, the load line has a ~eater
-slope than the engine torque line; the degree of stability is measured
by the differericein slopes.
In figure 11, the slope of the fixed-turbine torque line is seen to
depend upon the magnitude of the fuel flow, increasing from -1.7 at rated
fuel flow to -1.1 at 0.73 rated fuel flow. The slope of the free-turbine
torque line increases somewhat less rapidly) from -1.0 to -0.9 for the
ssme difference in fuel flow. For the range of fuel flows investigated,
the fixed- and free-turbine engines were about equally stable; small
differences in slopes of the torque lines, such as those shown in figure
11, are not considered to be significant.
Lag-hinge resonance. - One other aspect of engine-rotor stability
was analytically investigated. The possibility of exciting osci~ations
of speed and torque in the engine-rotor system due to the presence of
lag hinges on rotor blades is studied experimentally in reference 5. The
question arises in a gas-turbine-drivenrotor as to whether this lag
resonance phenomenon can be damped by the natural damping action of the
engine in the presence of its high inertia. In order to answer this
question, frequency-respnse characteristicswere determined for an
engine-rotor couibinationsimilar to the one assumed in the preceding
sections. The rotor characteristics me those shown in,figure 10, but
the fixed-turbine rated horsepwer was only 2640 horsepower. A lag-
hinged rotor was assumed, and a simplified case of hovering with flapping
neglected was considered.
In figure 12(a) is shown the frequency-response characteristicsof
the fixed-turbine engine-rotor system for the case of no damper on the
lag hinge. The responses shown are those of rotor speed to fuel flow,
rotor speed to blade angle) shaft torque to fuel flowj and shaft torque
to blade angle. The system is resonant at a frequency ratio of 1.4J the
frequencies are shown relative to the undsmped natural frequency of the
lag-hinged rotor blade.
The speed respmses show a corner frequency ratio of 0.045, corre-
sponding to a time constant of 4.5 seconds for the configuration studied.
The response of rotor speed to fuel flow has an antiresonant point at 1.
The shaft-torque response shows a large resonant peak at 1.2.
.-
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When a dsmper is applied to the lag hinge, set for a damping ratio
of 1/2 on the characteristic equation for lagging, the results are as
shown in figure 12(b). The resonant motion has been completely damped
out. No stability or resonant problem is apparent. But the introduction
of a lag dsmper causes a moment at the blade root to appesr. This blade
moment increases with increasing frequency to a frequency ratio of 1.5,
where the entire shaft torque is transferred to the blade rootj both the
shaft snd blade moments fall off at still higher frequencies.
When a free-turbine engine with the same horse~wer rating was sub-
stituted for the fixed-turbine engine, the frequency-respmse curves
were shout the same as those shown in figure 12. The time constants for
both engines were equal. Resonant motion was somewhat greater with the
free turbine snd occurred at a higher frequency. Damping was equally
effective in reducing resonance in the two systems.
Summsry of engine dynamics. - The dynamic characteristics,discussed
in the foregoing sections, are briefly summarized in the following table:
Dynsmic characteristic Fixed turbine
Response time to Fower change at Almost
constant rotor speed, sec instantaneous
Response time to simultaneous power 6
change and speed change, sec
!
St*ility of constant fuel- Adequate
flow operation
t 1
Damping required for lag- Some
hinge resonance
I
Free turbine
4.5
6
Good
More
HEGICOFTER PERFORMANCE WITH FIXED- AND FREE-TURBINE m-s
Helicopter Configuration and PowerPlant Installation
‘ HeMco@er design parameters. - Differences in off-design fuel con-
sumption and in other significant performance characteristicsfor the
fixed- and free-turbine engines sre best evsluated by calculation of
helicopter flight performance. Inasmuch as these calculations are in-
tended to give comparative rather than sbsolute results, no attempt was
made to optimize the helicopter design for a particular powerplant
-’
,
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installation. The following parameters were therefore held constant in
the flight-performance evaluation:
General:
Gross weight, Wg, lb.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..30.000
Number of rotors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Number of+desperrotor, b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Fuselage flat-plate mea, S-f,sq ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42
Ratio of structure plus equipment weight to ~oss weight . . . . 0.375
Ratio of crew weight to gross weight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0133
Rotor:
Blade section andplsn form . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Ref.6
Rotor solidity, cr..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.075
Diskloadin& lb/sq ft.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.53
Design tipspeed, Vt, ft/sec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 650
Powerplant instslllation.- For both fixed- and free-turbine engine
installations, engine specific weight was assumed to be 0.5 pound per
horsepower. Transmission weight was calculated from rated engine torque
and averaged about
weight was assumed
By use-of the
9.5 percent of the helicopter gross weight. Fuel tank
to be 10 percent of the calculated fuel load.
Determination of ~werplant Size
engine performance data given in a preceding section
(FIXED- AND FREE-TURBINEENECNE PERFOWCE), engine size for the assumed
helicopter can be determined when the helicopter Pwer requirements sre
known. In this analysis, the fixed- and free-turbine engines are sized
to provide sea-level hovering ~wer plus a specified power reserve.
Methods for determining helicopter pwer requirements and the effects of
helicopter operating modes on the reserve-~wer reqtiements sre tis-
cussed in the following sections.
Calculation of rotor power. - The methods presented in references
6 and 7 were used to calculate the rotor pwer requiredby the heli-
copter. A typical plot showing rotor power required by the helicopter
aE a function of the tip-speed ratio for tip speeds of 550 and 650 feet
per second is given in figure I-3. Intersections of the curves with the
ordinate sxis (p = 0) give the rotor-power requirements for hovering
Q flight at msximum goss weight. As an allowance for tall-rotor and
transmission losses, the rotor-power values shown in figure 1.3were
multiplied by the factor 1.08, giving total power required by the heli-
9 copter. Similar chsrts were constructed for part-load operation of the
helicopter and were used in the calculation of flight range and hovering
duration.
- --—. ———
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Reserve-power requirements. - If design-weight hovering flight is ,.
to be accomplished at altitudes above sea level and at high smbient tem-
peratures, the helicopter powerplant must be sized to provide consider-
able reserve pwer over that required at sea level. Hovering Pwer re- .-
quired by the helicopter is given by the solid curves in figure 14 for
a range of smbient temperature and pressure ratios. AE a design speci-
fication for the helicopter in this analysis, it was required that the
helicopter be capable of design-weight hovering flight at a pressure
altitude of 6000 feet and an ambient temperature of 95° F. At this
Denver hot-day condition the equivalent power required is about 1.27
times the sea-level power, as shownby the circled pint in figure 14.
(A
CD
8
In a preceding discussion of figure 8, it is demonstrated that the
equivalent powers generated by the fixed- and free-turbine engines fall
off in nearly identical manners when ambient temperatures sre raised
above standard value. Equivalent @wer against ambient temperature can
therefore be represented as a single function for the two engines, and
such a line is plotted as the lower dashed curve in figure 14. For this
power-available line, both engines were sized to provide exactly sea-
level hovering power at standard conditions, that is, the reserve-power
margin is zero. Obviously, hovering flight is impossible for any com-
bination of ambient temperature and sltitude that gives a power-required -
point above this power-avail~le line.
However, if the engines are sized to provide 60-percent reserve
power at sea-level standard conditions, the upper dashed curve shows that
hovering flight at design weight is Just possible at the Denver hot-day
condition. Here, both fixed and free turbines generate 1.27 times the
equivalent sea-level pwer required. In subsequent flight performance
calculations}both engines are therefore sized to provide 60-percent re-
serve ~wer over the sea-level hovering pwer.
Effects of vsriation in operational tip speeds on reserve POwer. -
There sre welJ-bown aerod~amc advantages t~at accrue to the helicopter
if its rotor canbe operated at varidle tip speed (ref. 7). Low tip
speeds, for exsmple, me usually advantageous in hovering; high tip
speeds are used to delay retreating-blade stall at high flight speeds.
When the tip speed is varied in flight, however, the speed-power charac-
teristic of the powerplant will.often change the msrgin of avsilable
reserve power, with considerable effect on helicopter performance. Such
a change in reserve-power margin is illustrated in figure I-5.
In figure 15, hovering power required by the assumed helicopter is
given as a function of tip speed by the lower curves in both parts of
the figure. lRree-turbinepower available at variable shsft speed, cor- .
responding to the tip speed, is given by the upper curve in figure 15(a);
a similar curve is given for the fixed-turbine engine in figure 15(b).
n
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In both instances, the engines are sized to provide 60-percent reserve
power over the hovering power required at the design tip speed of 650
feet per second. Furthermore, because the upper curves represent the
maximum power available from the engines, operation at rated turbine-
inlet temperature ratio is implied.
For a reduction in free-turbine shaft speed from rated to 0.85
rated, that is, reduction in Vt from 650 to 550 feet per second, fig-
ure 15(a) shows that the reserve-power msrgin is increased from 60 to
73 percent. A subsequent discussion in the section “Cliuibperformance”
will show that this increase in reserve-power margin will give the free-
turbine helicopter a better rate of climb at a tip speed of 550 feet per
second than at 650 feet per second.
For the fixed-turbine powerplant installation, the same reduction
in tip speed is sho%m to decrease the reserve-power margin from 60 to
about 22 percent (fig. 15(b)). The smaller power reserve of the fixed-
turbine engine at off-rated speeds, as compared with the free turbine,
will be shown to place it at a decided disadvantage during climb (slso
in the section “Climb performance”).
Helicopter Flight Performance
Inasmuch as the specific @wer outputs and specific weights of the
fixed- and free-turbine powerplants sre assumed identical, and because
equsl reserve-pwer requirements are assumed, the weights of the installed
pewerplants sre equal; furthermore, useful loads for the fixed- and free-
turbine helicopters me identicsl. For the flight performance results
that follow, the hovering durations and ranges given me those calculated
for fuel loads equal to the helicopter useful load minus crew weight ad
10-percent fuel reserve.
Range and hovering duration. --Ranges and hovering duratio~ at sea
level sre compsred for the fixed- and free-turbine helicopters in figure
16. Range is shown as a function of flight speed for tip speeds of 550
and 650 feet per second; hovering durations are given in the table.
Stsll-limited forward-flight speeds sre indicated by the circled points
on the curves.
Ranges and hovering times at a given tip speed are not significantly
different for the two helicopters. For both fixed- and free-turbine
helicopters, maximum ranges and hovering times at a tip speed of 550 feet
per second me 10 to 12 percent higher than the corresponding values at
650 feet per second. The improved performance at the reduced tip speed
is attributed to reduced rotor-power requirements.
.—— .._
-——- ---. -..—.— .._
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Climb performance. - Sea-level rates of climb for the two heli-
copters are plotted as functions of flight speed in figure 17(a). Inas-
much as the fixed- and free-turbine engines have the same rated power,
rates of climb at design rotor tip speeds (650 ft/see] me identical at
sJ.J.flight speeds. However, when rotor speeds are reduced to below-
rated vslues, markedly different effects on climb performance are found.
For example, a reduction in”tip speed of the free-turbine helicopter
from 650 to 550 feet per second gives about a 6-percent increase in best
rate of climb. This improved clinibperformance is due to both the higher
rotor efficiency at the lower tip speed and to the flat power-speed
characteristic of the free-turbine engine. In contrast, the same re-
duction in tip speed for the fixed-turbine helicopter decreases its best
rate of clinibby ~out 35 yercent. This reduction in climb performsmce
is a consequence of the reduced power available from the fixed-turbine
engine at below-rated shaft speeds (see fig. 15(b)].
m
E
o
Rates of climb for the two helicopters sre plotted as functions of
sltitude in figure 17(b) for a flight speed of approximately 60 knots.
The fixed- and free-turbine helicopters give nearly identical altitude
climb performance at design tip speed (650 ft/see). This is an expected
result inasmuch as the two engine types have nearly identicsl altitude 3
power outputs at rated shaft speeds and limiting turbine-inlet tempera-
tures (see discussionof fig. 8). However, in figure 17(b], the free-
turbine helicopter is shown to have significantlybetter climb perform- 0
ante than the fixed-turbine helicopter when rotor tip speeds are reduced
to 550 feet per second. This performance difference is again the result
of the different power-speed chsxacteristicsof the two engine types.
Effects of helicopter reserve-power requirement on flight
performance. - When helicopter design gross weight is fixed, demands for
large reserve-pwer margins csnbe satisfied onlyby the installation of
lsrge engines with a corresponding reduction in useful load. Moreover,
the large engine will normally operate fsrther from its desiga point than
will a small engine, smd specific fuel consumption will therefore be
higher.
The effects of increased reserve-pwer msrgins on the fixed-turbine
helicopter of this study are illustrated in f@ure 18. Nearly identtcsl
results sre obtained for the free-turbine helicopter. Flight range is
plotted as a function of flight speed for three fixed-turbine machines
having engines sized to provide O-, 30-, and 60-percent reserve power
over the hovering power required. As compszed with the installation with
zero reserve power, the 30- and 60-percent-reserve-powerhelicopters are
shown to give about 6- and 25-percent shorter maximum flight ranges,
respectively.
.,
.7
._—__ _ ._
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS
At design shaft speeds and turbine-inlet temperature ratios, the
equivalent power developed by both the fixed- and free-turbine engines
was about 91.4 horsepower per pound of air per second. For both engines,
specific fuel consumption WEE 0.61 pound of fuel per horsepower per hour.
The assumption of identical compressors and the use of consistent over-
all turbine efficiencies for the two engines explains the identical per-
formance at design point. ,
A change in shaft speed of the free-turbine engine from rated to
0.85 rated speed gave a 2-percent reduction in equivalent power at de-
sign turbine-inlet temperature ratio. A similar reduction in the fixed-
turbine shaft speed gave a 30-percent reduction in equivalent shaft
pwer.
Variations in the compressor-inlettemperature had nearly identical
effects on the power output of the two engines. Raising the compressor-
inlet temperature from sea-level standard to 95° F reduced the equivalent
power of both engines to about 79 percent of rated value.
During power modulation at const~t shaft speed, the fixed-turbine
engine showed advantages over the free-turbine engine. Since no accel-
eration of the fixed-turbine rotating mass is required, power modulation
by changes in fuel flow was etiremely rapid, limited onlyby the response
of the fuel system or load. However, power modulation of the free-
turbine engine at constant power-turbine speed waE limited by the accel-
erating chsxacteristicsof the gas-generator compment.
The time required to accelerate a helicopter rotor from a condition
in which it was absorbing one-half rated engine pwer at 0.85 rated speed
to a condition requiring rated speed at rated power was computed for
both the fixed- and free-turbine engines.
engines were about the same.
Lag hinges on the rotor blades caused
engine-rotor speed and torque. Dsmping in
in reducing the severity of the resonance.
The response times for both
resonant fluctuation in the
the lag hinges was effective
For both fixed- and free-turbine helicopters, a reserve-power margin
of 60 percent over the sea-level hovering power was required b-permit
hovering flight on a 95° F day at a pressure altitude of 6000 feet. Re-
serve power provided by the free-turbine installation increased from 60
to 73 percent over the hovering power required when the rotor tip speed
waE reduced from 650 to 550 feet per second. In contrast, the reserve-
power margin of the fixed-turbine helicopter decreased from 60 to 22 per-
cent for the ssme change in operational tip speed. As a consequence,
the best rate of climb for the free-turbine helicopter increased *out 6
— .—- —.—.—_ ____ -_
- —..
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.
percent when the tip speed was reduced from 650 to 550 feet per second,
while the rate of CM for the’fixed-turbine helicopter fell off about
35 percent. 7
No si@ificant differences in rsmge or hovering time were found for
the fixed- and free-turbine helicopters. Range and hovering time were
both slightly improved when operational tip speeds were reduced from
650 to 550 feet per second.
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics .
Cleveland, Ohio, Mach 3, 1956
.
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~PENDIX A
SYMBOLS
number of blades per rotor
specific heat
fuel-air ratio
total enthalpy, Btu/lb
horse~wer
moment of inertia
constant
rotational speed
total pressure, lb/sq ft
torque
fuselage
specific
flat-plate area,
fuel consumption
Sq ft
total temperature, ‘R
time
velocity, ft~sec
helicopter gross weight, lb
engine weight flow
ratio of specific heats
ratio of total pressure
adiabatic efficiency
to NACA standard pressure of 21_16lb/sq ft
ratio of total temperature to NACA standard temperature of 519° R
tip-speed ratio, ratio of flight speed to rotor tip speed
rotor solidity
...—— ___
—— .— —.
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Subscripts:
b
c
d
S1
t
o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
combustion chsmber
compressor
design point
sea level
rotor tip
snibient
engine inlet
compressor inlet
combustion-chamberinlet
{
turbine inlet (fixed-turbWe engine)
gas-generator turbine inlet (free-turbineengine)
power-turbine inlet (free-turbineengine)
turbine dischsrge
exhaust-nozzle etit
CN
m
8
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AE?ENDIX B
FIXED- AND FREE-TURBINE PERFOWCE ANALYSIS
Performance calculations smd component matching techniques for the
fixed- and free-turbine engines are, for the most psrt, conventional and
require a station-by-stationcomputation of the state of the gas in the
engines. The fundamental relations employed sre (1) continuity of mass
flow through the engines; (2) eqtivslence of rotational speeds for
rigidly comected compressors and turbines, and (3) equivalence of power
developed by turbines with power requiredby compressors and sh~s.
The power turbine of the free-turbine engine represents a component
not found in the fixed-turbine engine. Inasmuch as the speed of this
component is not related directly to the speed of the gas generator,
additional vsriables sre introduced in the free-turbine analysis. Cer-
tain differences in the performance computation procedures sre therefore
required for the two engines, and these differences sre outlined briefly
in this appendix.
Continuity of -s Flow
The continuity relation for both the fixed-turbine engine and the
gas-generator compment of the free-turbine engine maybe written in
terms of generalized parameters as follows:
(m)
Because the total-pressure ratios are norm.dly higher than critical
across the gas-generator turbine and the ftied turbine, the inlet stages
of both these turbines are choked, giving a constant value for the
W4+Z ~
equivalent weight flow term
54 “
quation (Bl) may therefore be
written as
‘2</‘2 52 ‘3 ‘4 1
r
T2
— (B2)=Kl~~~ ‘4
(w2&/52)rated
The constant K1 is evaluated by entering rated values for the remaining
terms in the equation; for exsmple,
W2+ W2+
82 /( )52
= 1.0.
rated
.
——_
—.
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From this equation, pressure ratios corresponding to a given air flow
csm be found for a series of assigned turbine-inlet temperature ratios
T4/T2.
Fixed-Turbine Performance Calculations
In the fixed-turbine engine, the power developed by the turbine
equsls the sum of the power required by the compressor snd the useful
shaft power. In equivalent psrsmeters, this relation is expressed by
the equation
()T3519cp,e~ - 1AH 2 0.707
—=
‘4 (1 + f/a)T4/T2 + (1 + f/a)T4/T2
/( )<-QL ‘2 ‘2f eo50 62 rated ‘O
“Z@ /fw21.1%)
q
(B3)
Specific shaft pawer developed by the fixed-turbine engine is de-
termined as follows:
(1) Select a set of discrete values for the turbine-inlet tempera-
ture ratio T4/T2, and for each T4/T2, assume several vslues of the
shsi%-speed psrameter N/&j(R/~ rated”
(2) For each combination of speed and temperature ratio, calculate
the compressor pressure ratio P3/P2 from the compressor mass flow -
speed relation (fig. 2) and
(3) BY use of equation
m/e4 for a trial range of
“-/( 1‘211%& —.r 82 .’050 ated
(4) Obtain the turbine
may (fig. 4).
equation (B2).
(B3), cslc@ate the turbine work psrameter
the shsf%-work
total-pressure
parameter
ratio P4/P5 from the turbine
(5) Calculate the required nozzle srea for each of the preceding
conditions.
For each combination of engine speed snd turbine-inlet temperature -
ratio, equilibrium shsft power is that power requiring a nozzle area 40
percent larger than the compressor frontal mea.
.
—
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Free-Turbine Performance Calculations
In the free-turbine engine, the Wwer developed by the gas-generator
turbine equals the power required by the compressor. The equation ex-
pressing this relation is similsr to equation (B3), but the useful shsft-
power term is equal to zero. With the aid of this equation, and by meth-
ods similsr to those used in the fixed-turbine analysis, conditions are
calculated at station 5j which is the exit station of the gas-generator
component. Operating pints for the gas generator sre limited to those
o that give a vslue of equivalent exit weight flow equal to the choked flow
8
m of the free-turbine inlet. The magnitude of this inlet critical weight
flow psmmeter is given by the msximum abscissa of the rated speed line
plotted in the free-turbine map (fig. 3). Because the free turbine is
choked, there is a single operating line for the gss generator, that is,
a single-valued relation exists between the gas-generator temperature
ratio T4/T2 and its equivalent shsft speed
‘/&j(N/#%) rated”
For each combination of gas-generator temperature smd speed, and for
a selected range of free-turbine speeds, a trial range of the free-turbine
shaft-pwer parsmeter AH/05 is assumed. At a given gas-generator tem-
perature and free-turbine speed, the equilibrium vslue of the shaft-power
psmmeter is that which requires am exhaust-nozzle area 40 percent larger
than the compressor frontal srea.
.
——. —__
—— —.
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AJ?PEN-DIXc
DERIVM’ION OF OPERATING LINE FOR GAS-GENEMTOR TURBINE
In the cycle anslysis of the free-turbine engine, the adiabatic
efficiency of the gas-generator turbine was assumed constant. The valid-
ity of this assumption depends upon the range of pressure ratios and
equivalent speeds required of this compment. Consideration of the gas- U
generator continuity relations and the choked-flow conditions of both the ~o
gas-generator and power turbines shows that this range of corrected
speeds and pressure ratios is, in fact, quite limited.
Because the pressure ratios across both the gas-generator and pwer
turbines of the free-turbine engine ere normslly higher thsn critical,
these compnents are choked. The,equivalentweight flows
compnents sre, therefore, constant and may be related by
—
‘4484 ‘511e5
84 ‘% 55
through these
the equation:
where ~ is a constant. Because W4= W5, equation (Cl) canbe
rewritten to give
l%om the definition of
the compressor-turbine
(cl)
(C2)
the gas-generator work parameter AH/e4 and from
energy-b&lance relation,r ye-l1[) ]-519C r=g= S%l,t (T4 - T5) = p,c 1 ‘394 T4 ~cm%-l (C3)
The defining equation for turbine work (eq. (C3)) is solved for T5/T4:
T5
—=
T4
1- 1 Q
519cp,t 64 (C4)
When equations (C2) and (C4) me combined, the following relation is
obtained:
1 .
(
1 z
)
(C5)5 = ~ 1- ~ 51%p, t
P4 .
.—— ._
.—
o
++
z’
m
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By ignoring the mass flow addition in the combustors W2 = w4, the
weight flow - speed parameter for the gas-generator turbine is
NW4 wG-
—=K7
84 (N/w) rated
w2+/82
&
(C6)
(w2~/~2)rated
where P4/P2 = 0.95 p3/p2~ ~d K7 is a co~tat.
The final equation needed to specify the operating region of the
gas-generator turbine is obtained from the continuity relation in the
gas generator (eq. (B2)):
(C7)
The operating region for the gas-generator turbine is obtained from
equations (C3) and (C5) to (C7) by the following proced~e:
(1) To find lines on a turbine map satisfyingboth the gas-generator
continuity relation and the compressor-twbine energy-babace requirement:
(a) Find the constants K7 and ~ in equations (C6) ad (C7)
by substituting rated values for the other parameters in the
equations.
—,
%’+%J52
(b) Assume a range of , and for a specified
(w2~/52)rated
T4/T2~ c~c~ate P3/p2 from equation (C7).
(c) With these values of P3/P2, ~d fith
‘2</‘2 ‘2
values of calculate Nw4/4
(’”2~/52 )rated’
N/~
(C6). Use the relation between
(N/W2)rated
the corresponding
by use of equation
and
+72
shown in figure 2.
(w2~/52)rated
(d) From corresponding ‘3/p2 ~d T4/T2j find @e4 from
equation (~).
.
. . - —. .—.-z ____ _ _. _
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(e) Plot AH/04 as a function of’ Nw4/4 with T4/T2 as a
parameter on the turbine map.
(f) Repeat procedure for range of T4/T2.
(2} To find a line on a turbine map satisfying the double-choking
conditions of the gas-generator turbine and pwer turbine:
(a) Determine the constant ~ in equation (C5) by substituting ~
rated values for AH/f34 and P5/P4. Po
(b) Assume a range of AH/84 and calculate P5/P4 tiom
equation (C5).
(c) Plot P4/P5 as a function of AH/e4 on the turbine map.
The foregoing procedure (steps 1 and 2} locates those operating
pints on the gas-generator turbine map that simultaneously satisfy (1)
the choked-flow conditions for both the gas-generator snd pwer turbines,
(2) the gas-generator continuity requirements, snd (3) the compressor-
turbine energy-balance requirements.
“The results ‘ofstep 1 are plotted in figure 19 as a fsmily of nesrly
/( )W*N W4Nstraight lines with AH/04 as a function of —54 ~ rated and .
with T4/T2 as a psmmeter. Step 2 demonstrates that the consequence of
the double-choldng condition for the two turbines is to restrict the gas-
generator turbine to operation at very nearly constant pressure ratio. A
line representing a typical turbine constant-pressure-ratioline is drawn
in figure 19 through the point that marks the design-point vslues for
w4N/84 and AH/04. Inasmuch as the gas generator is restricted to the
nsrrow operating region bounded by the intersections of the T4/T2 lines
and the constant P4/P5 line, the exact shape of the constant-pressure-
ratio line, approximated in this example, is of little consequence.
For the range of T4/T2 considered herein, the intersections,which
represent turbine operating points, show a variation in W4N/64 of less
tham 2 percent of its design vslue. The range of operating conditions for
the gas-generator turbine is therefore extremely lhited, and the use of
constant adi~atic efficiency for this component is justified.
.
.
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ature, 200@ R; design compressor pressure ratio, 7.0; ratio of jet-
nozzle area to compressor frontal area, 1.4.
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